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STAY TUNED!

OUR VISION
TO CREATE and PROMOTE an international community of trained and licensed
Muscle Tuner™ Specialists who switch on muscles first to get
performance and recovery results faster.
TO PROVIDE additional training and opportunities for a Muscle Tuner™ Specialist to continue
learning and developing an ethical and profitable business within the fitness, wellness and
recovery industries.

Save NOW

OUR MISSION
TO HAVE Licensed Muscle Tuner™ Specialists in every major city in the
United States, Canada and growing the Muscle Tuner™ Network worldwide.

OCTOBER IS MENTAL HEALTH MONTH
Is being physically active and eating foods that give your body the right nutrients for
vitality favourable for your mental health? I listened to a CD called Spontaneous
Happiness by Dr. Andrew Weil, MD. (There is a book of the same name.) On the CD he
describes our mental states including happiness and contentment. He also talks about
what has worked for him and his patients to decrease depression and sadness.
There are several components including
Nutrition, supplementation, Meditation,
and Aerobic Exercise.
In a recent article entitled “Can
Weight Lifting Help Prevent Depression”,
he ponders whether or not weight lifting
contributes to mental health and reviews
the latest research out of Ireland.

Click here to read: Can Weight Lifting Help Prevent Depression

MTI Inc. and MENTAL HEALTH
MTI Inc. supports physical activity to manage health and well being. We teach sports trainers,
fitness trainers and rehabilitation specialists to help their clients, friends and family be
physically active with greater ability, strength and ease.
After a long time without exercise, it can be hard to get back into the groove. With the skill
of Muscle Tuning™ you can speed up the results from a fitness program and maybe impact a
client’s mental outlook sooner too! (research required)
Moving the body is one of the best ways to
lift your mood and improve your mental
outlook! Even though the days may be
getting darker, we can still find ways to
move whether it's walking through the
neighbourhood or the local mall.
Dr. Weil suggests 30 minutes per day
and 5 days per week.
Start your routine and keep at it.
Maybe it's time to move indoors and participate in a fitness class at the local community
Seating
Today
centre, fitness Limited
studio or gym.
Choose -a Reserve
physical activity
that is fun for you!
Fun = Better Mental Health, too.
Do you see where we're going with this? Get active and have some fun for mental health!

WHAT'S NEW
Heather volunteered at the CanASK Booth for the
Healthy Dancer Canada Conference in Toronto (Sep 29).
She did the 52 Muscle Motion Dance with participants
as part of the worldwide Balance-a-thon at 11am.
The Goal was to create a WAVE of balances
around the world. We did our part!
In picture (L-R): Mariah-Jane, Michelle, Heather, Cherry, Natascha . We are all CanASK
Members and Michelle and I are also on the Board of Directors.

MTI Inc. is part of the Holistic Chamber of Commerce Centre page ad of
Natural Awakening Magazine's October issue. We are getting a lot of exposure.
This will lead to needing MORE Muscle Tuner™ Specialists in USA and Canada!
MTI Inc. is putting their Theme Song & Muscle Motion Songs on a CD!
They will be sold at events such as Spirit Con and Introductions to Muscle Tuning™
for $12 CDN and $10 USD

MORE OF WHAT'S NEW
During our Office Hours, our graduates ask questions about conducting demonstrations and
marketing themselves. We are happy to have our participants tell us that they truly
appreciate the support in all stages of their learning, which is something they haven't
received from other programs! Stay tuned for a Business & Marketing program!
MuscleTuners.net is almost complete!
This is a website dedicated to our Muscle Tuner™ Specialists (MTS).
Here are a few reasons why we developed a website dedicated to them.
The public can find them and see who they are, what their specialty is,
make a connection online and choose to work with them.
The MTS will have an internet presence without spending a lot of money to develop
a website of their own, a place to set up their business schedule and offerings, and
a place where clients and potential clients can book and pay for services.
There will be an MTS 'members only' area with examples of various forms,
marketing examples and a store for the MTS.
The public can click on the affiliate link from the MTS profile page making it is easier
for the MTS to refer people and ensure the referral fee is credited to them.
The MTS can put their MuscleTuner.net website; e.g. www.MuscleTuners.net/
(section/name) on their business cards for easy access for potential referrals.

Are you excited about this development? We are too! We will be rolling out
MuscleTuners.net mid-October for an expected launch at the end of the month.

Upcoming Muscle Tuner™ Specialist
In-Person Seminars
Vancouver: October 20 – 23, 2018
Kitchener: Dec. 7 – 10, 2018
Naples: Feb. 8 – 11, 2019
Vancouver: April 12 – 15, 2019
Calgary: May 3-16, 2019
Kitchener: June 14-17, 2019

Learn
More

Muscle Tuner™ Opportunities
Introduction to Muscle Tuning™
Naples – November 4th and 6th, 2018.

Click here for
information and tickets

We have moved from special Beta pricing to regular retail price for our
Muscle Tuner™ Specialist (MTS) Programs.
With regular pricing comes an opportunity for Affiliates to make more money.
Until October 31, 2018, the referral fee will increase to 15%
for any product available for sale on our website.
That means you will receive $337.50 CDN / $270 USD
for people who sign up using your unique affiliate code to purchase the MTS Program.
It also means that for the Bridge Program, you will receive
a referral fee of $138.75 CDN / $119 USD
(The Bridge Program is only for TFH 4 graduates.)
AND the people you refer will further benefit when using your
Affiliate link PLUS a coupon code because THEY will receive
$250 CDN or $200 USD off the price of the MTS Program.

Click Here to Learn More

Sign Up as an Affiliate

Program Includes:
Online Videos & Downloadable Documents
In-person 4-day Seminar
122-page full colour and easy to use Foundations Manual
Office Hours to support your learning during and after the program
Business Basics Module
License to call yourself a Muscle Tuner™ Specialist
Higher referral fee for Muscle Tuner™ Specialists
First 100 to complete the program get to be in the Founders Club
Free first year on www.muscletuners.net (under development)
Learning tools include:
Access to 52 Muscle Motion Song
Access to Energy Booster Self-Care Series - 15 extra techniques to
use with groups or one-on-one
Affiliate Program with higher referral fee than anyone else
Also includes coupon code to give to referrals so they also get a
discount because they know you!

When someone expresses an interest in the Muscle Tuner™ Specialist Program,
Click here and send them the link to the Testimonial Page.

IN THE COMMUNITY
Introduction to Muscle Tuning™
Naples – November 4th and 6th, 2018.
Denise attended the Valley Women’s Association in
Coquitlam, BC this month. In addition to networking to
promote Muscle Tuning™, she took notes during
In November Muscle Tuners International
Sue Clement’s presentation:
is participating and sponsoring Spirit Con
“What Got You Here…. Won’t Get You There”.
The first tip Sue shared: We are not our business.
It can be difficult to make good decisions for the
business until we step outside of ourselves to view the
business from another perspective. This process can
allow us to make more courageous choices.
Sue is a Business Acceleration Expert who coaches her customers to
Think & Grow Like a CEO. She was just one of the progressive group
of women who belong to this Network. Click to learn more about Sue.
Heather attended the Company of Women Luncheon
at the end of September and connected with business
owners she had not seen since June!
Here she is with Anne Day,
CEO Founder of the Company of Women and
Karen MacDonald, Chapter Leader for
Cambridge-Guelph Chapter.
Anne was just recognized as the
United Nations Mentor of the Year!

DID YOU KNOW?
MTI Inc. is a member of the Holistic Chamber of Commerce.
The Chamber is sponsoring two events in Florida in November.
During her time in Florida, Heather will be at a trade show called Spirit Con.
MTI Inc. is a sponsor of that event.
Doing the Power-on your Brain, Circuit Breaker Reset AND dancing the 52 Muscle Motions
to the 52 Muscle Motion song can all help to switch on your muscles before an activity such
as a walk or a workout? Download from links below or any where digital music is sold.
Website

iTunes

Amazon

WHERE IS THE MUSCLE SHIRT NOW?

In the Garden
with the Fall Flowers

Relaxing in the Pool
Last days of summer in Canada

WHERE ARE THE EXECUTIVES?
They are pretty close to home these days. Heather and Denise live three (3) time-zones
apart yet they manage to have weekly Executive meetings. Here they are on a Zoom call.
Heather is putting a new office together so look for her kitchen office
to change in the next issue!
NEXT IN-PERSON SEMINARS:
Vancouver, BC Canada - October 19-21, 2018
Kitchener, ON Canada December 7-10, 2018
Naples, FL U.S.A. Feb. 8 –11, 2019
Only participants who have completed the online portion of the
Muscle Tuner™ Specialist Program are eligible to do the in-person seminar.

Muscle Tuner™ Specialists “Switch-on Muscles First.”

Muscle Tuner™ Specialist SPOTLIGHT and TESTIMONIAL
Interview with Denise Armenio of Stamford, Connecticut.
Denise works in a Chiropractic office called “HealSpace”.
Interview by Heather Phillips, HBPE
Heather: Tell us a little about yourself?
Denise: I started my journey with energy kinesiology in 2008 and started taking classes to learn more in 2011.
I worked on friends and family for many years. In 2017, I decided to build a practice. I am a Muscle Tuner™
Specialist and energy worker. I love to help people release stress and pain from their bodies. One of my
favourite types of people to work with are athletes. I know the in-season and off-season grind of these athletes
and they need all the support then can get. I can help them stay tuned-up so they can handle the load and
overuse of their muscles during the season.
Heather: What inspired you to take the Muscle Tuner™ Specialist Program?
Denise: Mostly because I have 2 children who are national level athletes! I was always dealing with injuries, aches
and pains. I would take them to have massages and the aches and pains wouldn’t seem to go away. The other
modalities are good, but Muscle Tuning seems to be the best because it holds better. Having a background in
Touch for Health, I knew this would be a great modality for me to learn and use in my practice.
Heather: What was your biggest surprise from the Muscle Tuner™ Specialist Program?
Denise: Getting good muscle testing results by annoying the muscle (scratch /pinch/feather) to get a better read
on it when you can’t tell if it is switched on or off.
Heather: What is your favourite part about the program?
Denise: I really enjoyed the flexibility of taking the program online. I could view a muscle test or technique online
and if I forgot it, I could review it again and get deeper understanding. My all time favourite technique is the
Dynamic Tissue Reset™ (DTR™). It is truly amazing. It gets results fast. I know it helps with muscle, ligament,
tendon and fascia but it also seems to clear the emotional stress from the muscle too.
I also really love the way we were able to work with and test for reactive muscles. The way Muscle Tuners
International Inc. teaches this protocol, shortens the search for the Reactor and Reactive muscles.
Heather:
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length of time benefits of massage therapist and osteopath appointments last?At the

beginning she could not get into the pose. Afterwards not only could she get into the pose; she could stay in the
post. She also reported that after her session she increased her weight for a move called “snatch” to 95 pounds.
Laurie’s
comment:
She was excited and so was I! In this
case I did
the 52 muscle and ended with the DTR™ Cycle.
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some other programs. Having the videos is significant for a beginner. The song is great for learning the
increased the length of time the benefits of those appointments last”

movements and the names of the muscles. This program is set up for your success and it is really easy to learn.
Heather: Any last comments?
Denise: I recommend the Muscle Tuner™ Specialist Program. It is a great learning experience and what you learn
can be applied easily with great results. I am excited about the next modules. Rumour has it there will be one on
Injury Recall Technique, Foot and Ankle protocols, Business & Marketing and I learned there is one more called
Fine Tuning Techniques. I can hardly wait!

GRATITUDE
Denise Armenio for the interview and being the
Muscle Tuner™ Specialist Spotlight Feature this month.
Lainie Sevante Wulkan for her continued excitement, support, referrals
and connections with the South West Florida community.
Howard Wulkan and Julian Corbin from Farmadelica Sound for the amazing
“52 Muscle Motion Song” and Theme Song
now available wherever digital downloads are sold.
Laurie Peel and Alison Zeidler, Muscle Tuner™ Specialists, for reviewing the
MuscleTuners.net website. (They like it!)
Gwen Peterson, Founder of Spiritual Communities Network,
for the work she is doing in her community and for creating Spirit Con.

Please share, with someone you know who would benefit from knowing
about Muscle Tuners International Inc. and our Programs
To find out more about our programs, click below.
Muscle Tuner™
Specialist Program

Energy Boost
5 FREE Tips

Energy Boost10™
Techniques

Join us on Instagram and Facebook!
Our Facebook focus is changing!
Look for Tips, Inspiration, Information, Health and
Fitness tips and of course Muscle Tuner™ Tips!

Be Strong. Be Confident. Be Tuned.

